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                     PARADISE 
                               (New Debut Single) 
 
Montreal Singer/Songwriter  Suzi D  Launches New Single & Perfectly Timed for Spring 
 

    MONTREAL, Qc. (March ’21) - Suzi D is thrilled to announce the  
    release of her new debut single titled PARADISE now available on  
    all media streaming platforms. 
 
    Word has it, she’s the “vocal chameleon of Montreal” and with her  
    versatile vocals, raw or subtle is no challenge in her performances. 
    Born and raised in Montreal with a Portuguese background, the  
    singer / songwriter has been performing with bands for many years,  
    but for now, she feels it’s time to go solo.   
 
She quotes “Different styled songs are underway, but PARADISE  was purposely written for these 
undergoing times, with an adverse 70’s vibe, complimented with a cool bassline, and melodic vocals. 
Something different from what we hear today, because the “good stuff” will always be the good 
stuff….so let’s rewind! Come on, join me!” 

PARADISE - a place for everyone to take a few moments and forget about the difficulties of what 
going on in the world today. An escape to where the sun is warm and the mood is positive.  

Media coverage: “Suzi D: makes available her latest work that bears the name “Paradise”. Suzi D is the 
newest adult music star Adult Contemporary; she promises to bring listeners a pleasant and engaging sound. 
Earlier this year the musician released her beautiful voice in the work “Paradise”, which talks about forgetting 
what is happening in the world around” - Gabriel Mestrinel / Roadie-Music.com   Feb. 17, 2021 

 https://roadie-music.com/suzi-d-disponibiliza-sua-ultima-obra-lancada-que-leva-o-nome-paradise/ 

“With a contagious energy and a lot of joy, the singer Suzi D released the single “Paradise”, which brings influences from 
Queen's good old rock n 'roll (read Bohemian Rhapsody) and a seventies vibe with the ode of Donna Summer. Now 
added to that is the desire to have a perfect song for a lip sync when the pandemic is over..”  - Andy Santana Feb. 22, 
2021    

 http://www.sodapop.com.br/paradise-de-suzi-d-e-a-nova-aposta-para-lip-sync-das-drag-queens/ 
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